As the development of Internet continues, congestion control has become a big issue to the computer network society. Most of the congestion control schemes fall into fwu categories: end-to-end and hop-by-hop schemes. In this paper, we propose a novel hop-by-hop algorithm that originates from a classical trajfic control algorithm. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm can achieve short delays and quick responses to the congestion situarions and cause no packet loss. It can also minimize the bandwidth requirement and achieve very high buffer usage level for nodes along the transmission path.
Recently, alternative mechanisms called Hop-byHop (HBH) congestion control mechanisms [81[91[10J[l 11[121[ 131 have emerged and may provide better solutions to the problems mentioned above. In HBH mechanisms, traffic control is used at each node along the traffic flow path. As a consequence, congestion along the traffic flow path could be detected immediately and appropriate control could he carried out (e.g., buffering packets) at the immediate upstream node to alleviate the congestion condition. Finally, this congestion-alleviating process propagates to the sender to adjust its sending rate. HBH mechanisms could effectively ease network congestion and minimize network resource waste.
In this paper, a novel hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm is introduced based on a well-known ramp-metering algorithm in transportation networks. At the first glance, transportation networks and computer networks are completely different: they belong to different domains and handle different things. Basically, transportation networks deal with objects like roads, intersections, traffic signals, vehicles, traffic control center, etc.; while in computer networks, efficient and reliable transfer of electronic data is the major concem. However, transportation networks and computer networks do have many similarities. For example, the vehicles running on the roads could he mapped to the packets transferred through computer networks, and the road intersections could be mapped to the switcheshouters in the computer networks, etc. Hence, the algorithms and theories proved to he efficient in transportation networks could be potentially beneficial to the computer network research.
In the recent years, ramp metering has emerged as an effective freeway control measure to ensure efficient freeway operations [ In this paper, a framework applying the ideas in ALINEA to computer network research is proposed.
The proposed framework has the advantage of a quick response to delays, and thus it could have better performance in comparison with the end-to-end congestion control algorithms such as the TCP tlow control scheme [I] . As shown in the paper, if our framework is deployed on all the nodes along the traffic flow path, no packet loss occurs on the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The ALINEA algorithm and how to modify it to fit into computer network congestion control are presented in Section 2. Experiments have been conducted and the effectiveness of the algorithm is shown in Section 3. Section 4 gives the concluding marks and future work.
Control algorithm design

ALINEA introduction
ALINEA was developed based on the classical feedback theory [14] [16] . The key point of the algorithm is to maintain an optimal mainline occupancy, while at the same time, to maximize the throughput. The basic idea of the algorithm can be stated using the following formula:
, where:
R(k) means the metering rate of a mainline section at time interval k; R(k-I) is the metering rate at k-I; 0 is the predefined desired occupancy;
O(k) is the measured occupancy at k; and W is the weight factor.
According to this formula, if at a time interval k, O(k) is greater than 0 , then (0-O(k)) will he negative and thus R(k) will be decreased comparing to R(k-I).
On the other hand, ifO(k) is smaller than 0, then R(k)
is positive. ALINEA attempts to get the desired occupancy regardless of the upstream traffic volume. It could automatically adjust to achieve a desired occupancy in cases of the congested traffic and light traffic.
The proposed framework
To apply ALINEA to computer network congestion control, the following mappings are made. A mainline section is mapped to a network node; the mainline occupancy is mapped to the buffer occupancy of a node; and apparcntly, the traffic rate is mapped to the network transmission rate.
Although ALINEA has been proved to be successful in transportation network [ 14] [ 15][ 171, significant changes are needed to apply it to the computer networks. First, the proposcd framework assumes that one buffer is associated with each incoming interface of a node, which corresponds to one or several upstream nodes. A node could have several incoming and outgoing interfaces, and it reports its network condition (i.e., buffer usage, bandwidth, etc.) to its neighboring nodes, either periodically or triggered by events.
The meanings of the parameters are also redefined. R(k) and R(k-I) mean the outgoing transmission rates of a node at time intervals k and (k-I), respectively. 0 is defined as the desired incoming interface buffer utilization of the immediate downstream node; while O(k) is the actual buffer usage level of the downstream node during time interval k. W is the weight factor.
Unlike the original ALINEA algorithm, in the proposed framework, the values of 0 and W are adaptable. When a connection starts, 0 is defined as a small value 0,". e.g., 15% of the buffer size; while a large W is used to rapidly increase the transmission rate to the optimal value. If at k, O(k) is greater than 0 , O(k) will he assigned to 0 until a predefined 0 mur is reached. At the same time, W is decreased until it is equal to a predefined W ~, " . 
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Waiting for the ~onuol message from a downstream node
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In the proposed framework, if the calculated rate exceeds a threshold value (e.g., network capacity), the new rate is set to the threshold value so that the sender does not overrun the network. As can be seen from the pseudo code, in the start phase, the rate increases rapidly because (0 -O(k)) and W are large. As O(k) increases and W decreases, the rate variation becomes smaller. Finally, a high buffer usage level can be reached (0 -). and the rate variation is very small.
Experimental results and analysis
The algorithm has been implemented and tested using the NS-2 [ 181 network simulator. Experiments have been conducted for the networks with I , 2, 3, and 5 router(s) to test the transmission rate variations and buffer usage of the network nodes. In this paper, only the results for 1 router and 5 routers are shown and discussed since all the other experiments share similar characteristics.
maximal actual transmission rate of RI is I.XMbh, which is a predefined maximal value.
The network configuration for the 5-router scenario is shown in Figure 4 As shown in Figure 2 , both RI and H2 could achieve high buffer utilization and the actual buffer utilizations are very close to the desired buffer usage levels (for RI, 80% of the buffer size; for H2, 95% of the buffer size) with small variations. A predefined maximal rate could be set for a connection; either it is the bandwidth limit of the network or a user-defined value. As shown in Figure 3 , when a connection starts, both the transmission rates of HI and RI increase dramatically. After the connection becomes stable, the transmission rate is close to the optimal rate with very small variations. As we can see from As shown in Figure 5 , each network node could achieve a high buffer usage level that is close to the predefined optimal buffer usage level (for the routers, 70% of the buffer size; for the receiver H2, 95% of the huffer size) after the network transmission becomes stable. There is no packet loss since none of the buffer utilization reaches 100%. In the TCP flow control scheme, the detection of packet loss is the only event that leads to a reduction in the window size [XI. In contrast, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 5 , the proposed framework causes no packet loss. When the congestion occurs, in the TCP klow control scheme, no response is made until at least one RTT; while in the proposed framework, the response is given after only the transmission delays between two adjacent nodes (by suggesting a smaller transmission rate). For end-to-end delays, the TCP control scheme has sharp oscillations; while the proposed framework shows almost no oscillation when the connection becomes stable. The result figure is similar to that in [XI and is omitted here. Figure 6 shows that initially, the transmission rates of all the nodes increase rapidly. However, after the nodes find out the desired optimal transmission rate for the connection, all the transmission rdtes are close to the optimal value with small variations. Another point needs to mention is that in a period of time, the transmission rates of H1, RI, and R5 are equal to fMh/s; while the transmission rates of R2 and R3 exceed 2Mb/s. The reason is that they have different bandwidth limits and the proposed algorithm makes sure the transmission rate will not exceed the bandwidth limit.
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Conclusions and future work
In this paper, a novel hop-by-hop algorithm originating from the traffic control theory has been discussed for the packet-switched networks, and several experiments were conducted and analyzed. The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm since when the algorithm is applied, very high huffer usage level and optimal rate fur multimedia applications could he achieved along the transmission path without packet losses. By using the proposed algorithm, a smooth play rate could be provided at the receiver side. It also has the advantages of shorter delays and quicker responses for congestion conditions. Our future work will focus on comparing the algorithm with other well-known hop-by-hop algorithms such as HBH [S] [ll]. Another topic is to apply the algorithm to the wireless network area.
